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ABSTRACT 

 Science education faces a distinct challenge in the transition to active learning: 

how can teachers ensure students reach accurate understandings during the exploration 

and self-discovery phase of a lesson? Research in hypothesis generation demonstrates 

human's vulnerabilities to specific biases based on prior knowledge, selective memory 

retrieval, and failure to consider alternative explanations. This is further complicated in 

science education, where content standards are abstract. As such, it is imperative to 

implement a proactive intervention to curb misconceptions from forming during active 

learning in science lessons. In this work, a new a model of instruction, Question-Based 

Learning (QBL) is designed and tested against current learning paradigms. The study 

aims to investigate whether providing constraint-seeking questions is an effective 

intervention leading to improved mastery of learning targets during active learning. 

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions to learn a scientific 

concept: a blended learning condition, a guided-inquiry condition, or a QBL condition. 

Mastery was measured at the end of the task using a 12-question assessment. The same 

measure was also administered  one week after subjects completed the study to see 

whether delayed recall significantly differs between condition groups. Results indicate 

the QBL model is at least as effective two existing forms of pedagogy at teaching a 

scientific principle, increasing depth of knowledge regarding that scientific principle, and 

sustaining knowledge over time.  
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Question Based Learning: A Pedagogical Approach to Improving Hypothesis 

Generation in Active Learning 

 The traditional rote lecture style learning that once dominated K-12 school 

systems now only comprises about 5- to- 10 minutes of most lesson plans (Chi, 2009; Chi 

& Wily, 2014; Levy et al., 2013). The remaining and majority of classroom time (40 to- 

60 minutes) involves inquiry- and play- based learning activities, in which students are 

engaged in open-ended and kinesthetic learning environments without direct instruction 

from a teacher (Levy et al., 2013). Such activities exhibit the pedagogical shift from 

passive learning, where students receive and memorize information from a source such as 

a teacher or text, into active learning environments that allow students to self-direct their 

learning and discovery of new concepts (Chi & Wiley, 2014). 

 Active learning encompasses a broad range of definitions, teaching techniques, 

and lesson structures, however, three major core components exist across varying content 

areas. First, the pace of the lesson should be student-directed rather than teacher-directed 

(Chi, 2009; Chi & Wily, 2014; Levy et al., 2013; Markant et al., 2016). Self-pacing 

allows for variance in attention processing, metacognition, and adaptive studying 

techniques; stated plainly, it allows for differentiation in the size of information chunks, 

speed of input, and reevaluation of prior knowledge based on individual student need 

(Chi & Wiley, 2014; Markant, 2018, Markant et al., 2016; Preston & Eichenbaum, 2013). 

Secondly, all active learning is constructive, meaning students self-discover the desired 

learning target through observation and experimentation as opposed to being told  
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the learning target through direct instruction (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Chi & Wiley, 2014; 

Engel, 2011; Levy et al, 2013). Thirdly, active learning is meant to be collaborative; this 

provides students an opportunity to revise understandings through the assistance of their 

peers (Chi & Wiley, 2014; Levy et al, 2013). 

 Work across education, psychology, and cognitive sciences indicates these 

components make active learning largely more efficacious than passive learning. Active 

learning models increase memory retention by 5-10 percent and promote deeper 

conceptual understandings of rigorous content (Markant et al., 2016). When utilized in 

undergraduate STEM courses, these benefits led to a significant 12 percent reduction in 

failure rates and 0.11 point improvement in average GPA (Freeman et al., 2014; Levy et 

al., 2013). These numbers are even more substantial for underrepresented student 

populations – highlighting active learning as a viable solution for both producing 

graduates and diversifying the STEM workforce (Freeman et al., 2014).  

 In classrooms, however, teachers note a major pitfall of active learning: it 

assumes the cognitive capacity to correctly discover the desired learning target. Herein 

represents the existing gap for practicing educators – how do we ensure students reach 

accurate understandings during self-guided exploration (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Chi & 

Wiley, 2014; Engel, 2011; Levy et al, 2013; Markant et al., 2016; Markant, 2018)? 

 This process, recognized in cognitive science as hypothesis generation, is the 

mechanism by which humans form the explanations and conclusions regarding witnessed 

phenomena that then drive further reasoning, prediction, and exploration (Markant et al, 

2016). But these explanations and conclusions are prone to specific biases based on prior 
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knowledge, selective memory retrieval, and alternative explanations (Ruggeri et al., 

2019). Science education is especially disposed to such issues due to its abstract and 

environmentally inconsistent content. For example, salt water has a lower freezing point 

than regular water, meaning liquified salt water will be colder in temperature than frozen 

water. This goes against our natural and observable assumptions because we are inclined 

to believe that frozen substances are at lower temperatures than liquid substances. In 

other words, science education disproportionately suffers from hypothesis generation bias 

because the content is not always constant or conclusive and, furthermore, the content 

requires students to reach hypotheses not always observable when judged by the human 

eye (Chi, 2009; Chi & Wily, 2014; Levy et al., 2013). 

 Such biases pose two potential issues for science educators: 1) students fail to 

generate a hypothesis because the task is too cognitively demanding (i.e. students fail to 

account for the role of gravity when calculating the speed of a free-falling object because 

gravity is not “visible”), or 2) students generate an incorrect hypothesis and, as a result, 

form a scientific misconception (i.e. students assume the acceleration of gravity is 

dependent on object size and mass). In both cases, the student fails to reach the desired 

learning target, leading to decreased learning outcomes (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Chi & 

Wiley, 2014; Engel, 2011; Larsen et al., 2019; Levy et al, 2013; Markant, 2018). If active 

learning is to be an effective and sustainable methodology for improving science 

education, we must work to close this gap. 

 Our first aim in this work, therefore, is to expand upon a strategic pedagogical 

model of science instruction that relies on question-asking to improve hypothesis 
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generation. Though simplistic in nature, this model, which we titled question-based 

learning (QBL), mimics the learning methods used throughout early development: 

observation, experimentation, and modification (Lucca & Wilborn, 2018; Ronfard et al., 

2018; Stahl & Feigenson, 2015). In QBL, teachers will provide viable questions for a 

variety of potential hypotheses that students self-select to autonomously explore – letting 

students formulate, investigate, and amend beliefs as part of the learning process. This 

procedure differs from current practice in that it both a) requires students to ask questions 

rather than answer questions, more closely aligning with cognitive mechanisms used in 

early childhood, and b) allows students to entertain and discern between a multiple of 

plausible hypotheses, a fundamental aspect of real-world problem solving (Engel, 2008; 

Lucca & Wilborn, 2018; Ronfard et al., 2018; Stahl & Feigenson, 2015).  

 Secondly, we will assess how our QBL model compares to existing learning 

paradigms — determining whether its effectiveness varies as a function of content rigor 

and across time. Subjects will complete one learning task for a scientific principle 

(kinetic molecular theory taken from general secondary science curriculum). Subjects 

will either be directly taught the learning target (blended learning condition), will watch 

real-world demonstrations and be asked to answer a series of scaffolded questions 

(guided-inquiry condition), or will be given various questions to select for exploration 

(QBL condition). After the learning task, subjects will be assessed on an immediate and 

delayed basis. We hypothesize QBL will increase content mastery on rigorous, 

application-based assessment and this increase will be prolonged over time – extending 

QBL as a potential future pedagogical direction for science education.  
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 Our study seeks to expand upon past research demonstrating question-asking as a 

viable pedagogical tool in science education. Previous work suggests students high in 

self-regulatory processes, such as planning, metacognitive monitoring, and revision, are 

able to excel in student-directed and open-ended exploratory learning environments 

largely because such students are able to recognize their current levels of understanding 

and ask appropriate follow-up questions in light of that understanding (Azevedo, 2009; 

Azevedo, 2005). Investigations regarding tutor-peer interactions furthermore support this 

question-asking framework; learners exhibit higher knowledge gains when tutors utilize 

questioning rather than telling as a pedagogical tool (Roscoe, 2014; Roscoe & Chi, 2007).    

Similar findings are also demonstrated when the tutor is removed and instead replaced 

with computer simulated questions and explanations for learners to explore and gain 

knowledge in active learning environments (Graesser & McNamara, 2005). Our novel 

contribution in this work is to consolidate these findings into a pedagogical mechanism 

reliant upon question-asking that K-12 science teachers could then utilize as a lesson 

planning framework. 

 Though question-asking has long been the learning mechanism for children, 

schools often flip this methodology – instead asking students to answer questions rather 

than explore their own curiosities (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Engel, 2011; Levy et al., 2013). 

This approach, however, fails to build skills involved in hypothesis generation because it 

lacks the opportunity for exploration and revision of incorrect theories. And though in the 

short-term, foregoing hypothesis generation allows educators to quickly disseminate 

information to large groups of students, it also ignores the type of critical thinking needed 
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in applied settings (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Engel, 2011; Freeman et al., 2014). Our work, 

therefore, will extend upon current pedagogical interventions to better scaffold the 

cognitive demand of hypothesis generation, expanding our ability to implement active 

learning and produce the necessary problem solvers for today’s 21st Century world. 

Literature Review 

 The pedagogical shift to active learning already cemented its role and value for 

improving science education as demonstrated by its advances in memory retention, 

conceptual understanding, and tangible academic outcomes. Questions still remain, 

however, regarding a “second-generation approach” to research, focusing on the specific 

activities, interventions, behaviors, etc. to maximize learning under such conditions 

(Bonawitz et al., 2011; Engel, 2011; Freeman et al., 2014, Levy et al., 2013; Markant, 

2018). This how-to focus represents the current missing link for educational 

professionals: through what type of pedagogical instruction do we best maximize 

hypothesis generation, accurate understandings, and knowledge retention? Our study is 

intended to be part of that second-generation research — designing and testing a 

pedagogical model for science education to improve active learning outcomes.  

Issues in Hypothesis Generation 

 In science courses, students typically engage in active learning by using observed 

phenomena to discover scientific principles (Chi, 2009; Chi & Wiley, 2014; Levy et al., 

2013). For example, two objects of different masses dropped at the same time fall at the 

same rate (the observed phenomena), demonstrating the conceptual understanding that 

the acceleration of gravity is constant (the scientific principle). Again, this process – 
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hypothesis generation – forms the explanations and conclusions for witnessed events 

which then drive further reasoning, prediction, and exploration (Markant et al., 2016; 

Markant, 2018). 

 Hypothesis generation, however, is a highly demanding cognitive task and is 

susceptible to numerous biases including memory retrieval, prior knowledge, failure to 

consider alternatives, and confirmatory explanations (Markant, 2018). The potential 

failure to ascertain accurate theoretical knowledge often leads to broad misconceptions 

and an inability to produce scientific knowledge – drastically reducing learning outcomes 

(Levy et al., 2013; Markant, 2018). And, from previous work in scientific belief revision, 

we know children are unlikely to change misconceptions even if faced with anomalous 

physical evidence or subsequent direct instruction (Larsen et al., 2019). This highlights 

the difficult task of balancing the benefits of active learning with the issues of novel 

hypothesis generation; though more engaged and able to recall inquiry- and play- based 

activities, students often fail to accurately and fully comprehend the conceptual 

component of such lessons. 

 For example, take the scientific principle mentioned above: the acceleration of 

gravity is constant and, therefore, all objects in a free-fall will have the same acceleration 

regardless of object size. Students low in prior knowledge might fail to identify the role 

gravity as the downward force acting on free-falling objects. Instead, students might 

assume objects fall because there is nothing holding the object up and, therefore, the 

heavier an object, the faster the fall. These students are likely unaware of or unable to 

apply Newton’s 1st Law of Motion (an object at rest will stay at rest unless acted upon by 
 7



some outside force), and are unable to reach the theoretical conclusion that a free-falling 

object will not actually “fall” unless acted upon by a downward force (gravity). 

 Other students, alternatively, might be aware of the role gravity plays in forcing 

the objects downward, but could assume gravitational force is dependent on the object’s 

size and mass. Such students might fall victim to confirmatory analysis if they were to 

test their theory on objects that experience vastly different forces of air resistance (i.e. a 

poster board versus a bowling ball). The poster board would fall significantly slower than 

the bowling ball, “confirming” their belief that the bowling ball – due to a larger mass – 

experiences a larger downward gravitational acceleration. Both sets of students would 

reach the same incorrect hypothesis: heavier objects fall faster and, therefore, have a 

higher acceleration. These hypotheses, however, would be rooted in two completely 

different conceptual understandings. 

 This example exemplifies the difficulties surrounding hypothesis generation and 

using hypothesis generation as a learning component in classrooms. Educators cite these 

limitations as a major obstacle to implementing active learning (Levy et al, 2013). 

Experimental work additionally demonstrates that individuals perform better when 

demand for hypothesis generation is reduced during active learning tasks (Markant, 

2018). It is, therefore, imperative to design pedagogical interventions for ameliorating 

hypothesis generation. 

Current Pedagogical Models 

 Currently, lesson plans typically utilize pedagogical paradigms to circumvent the 

hypothesis generation component of active learning. Two such models are blended 
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instruction and guided-inquiry instruction (Chi, 2009; Chi & Wiley, 2014; Levy et al., 

2013). In the former, teachers use a combination of passive and active learning to reduce 

the cognitive requirement on students (Chi, 2009). In the latter – guided-inquiry 

instruction – students are given a set of directions to follow and scaffolded questions to 

answer that guide the learner toward a specific understanding (Chi & Wiley, 2014; Levy 

et al., 2013). The biggest and most significant difference between these two paradigms is 

the learning expectation on students; in blended learning, students are explicitly taught 

the learning target whereas students are expected to generate the learning target when 

undergoing guided-inquiry learning. Similarities exist, however, in that blended learning 

and guided-inquiry instruction work by reducing the hypothesis space to a single 

conclusion (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Fox et al., 2019; Levy et al., 2013). 

 Used early-on in active learning methodology, blended learning is the least 

cognitively rigorous model as it eliminates the process of hypothesis generation entirely – 

giving students the scientific principle outright through direct instruction (Chi, 2009; Chi 

& Wiley, 2014; Fox et al., 2019; Levy et al., 2013). For example, students might be 

explicitly told the learning target (i.e. the acceleration due to gravity of a free-falling 

object is constant) and asked to prove this theory (i.e. being given objects of various 

masses to drop and observe). Though an effective way to disseminate accurate 

information and avoid misconceptions, blended learning is widely criticized for lacking 

student engagement opportunities. Because students already know the answer, there is no 

motivating information gap to fill (Litman, 2005; Lowenstein, 1994; Pluck et al., 2011). 

Psychology has long recognized the importance of curiosity as an effective mechanism 
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by which the learning and storage of information occurs (Berlyne, 1954; Lowenstein, 

1994); educational pedagogy that stymies curiosity, therefore, holds little value in 

promoting learning outcomes beyond that of simply ensuring student understanding is 

accurate (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Engel, 2011; Litman, 2005). 

 Guided-inquiry instruction, on the other hand, was developed as an improved 

alternative model. It requires increased cognitive reasoning by asking students to answer 

questions using observation and experimentation as a way to narrow the hypothesis space 

toward the correct scientific understanding (Chi & Wiley, 2014; Levy et al., 2013). Using 

the same example regarding free-falling objects, students might receive the objects of 

various masses, observe what happens when they drop the different objects at the same 

time, and answer a series of questions to clarify the role of gravity and its relationship to 

the object’s acceleration. This type of pedagogy is supported by cognitive work which 

concludes one’s ability to learn a new concept without prior direct instruction is 

dependent on how the individual is guided through the learning environment (Markant, 

2018). Studies show scaffolded supervision during the hypothesis generation phase can 

significantly improve learning outcomes (Markant, 2018). Furthermore, providing 

students with a scaffolded question sequence to generate a specific hypothesis does, in 

fact, increase the perseverance and the exploratory actions taken by children when 

engaged in a learning task (Jean et al., 2018). 

 Despite the augmented demand, however, guided-inquiry instruction still follows 

the oft-criticized formulaic educational model in which informants (teachers) ask 

questions while students answer (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Engel, 2011; Liquin & 
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Lombrozo, 2017). Those answers, furthermore, are only directed to guide the learner to a 

particular (accurate) solution, reducing the potential for student curiosity to drive 

exploration, investigation, and learning (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Engel, 2011; Liquin & 

Lombrozo, 2017). At first glance, it seems counter-intuitive to suggest limiting the 

hypothesis space to only one option is detrimental to learning as educators are pointing 

students to the correct answer. And if judging learning by performance on a standardized 

measure designed to reward the “drill-and-kill” approach - a tactic in which students are 

taught through a systematic repetition of concepts - both blended learning and guided 

inquiry will likely yield quality results (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Engel, 2011). But this 

measurable success exemplifies the dilemma of inductive bias: approaches currently used 

by educators to deliver pedagogical instruction “necessarily limit the range of hypotheses 

for student consideration to promote rapid and efficient learning of desired 

material” (Bonawitz et al., 2011, p. 324). 

 For example, when children were given a novel toy with multiple functionalities, 

they were more likely to focus exclusively on target function when the function was 

directly modeled or when children were asked what happened when that specific aspect 

of the toy was manipulated. When direct instruction was not provided, however, children 

engaged in broad exploration of the toy’s many novel functions (Bonawitz et al., 2011). 

In this instance, children learned toy functionality not because they were directly taught 

or asked to learn toy functionality, but rather, because their curiosity drove such learning. 

This type of uninhibited exploration, though less direct, pushes learners to grapple with 

unknowns and infer conclusions as if engaging in problem-solving. 
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 Real world problem-solving – the kind required in applied fields such as the 

sciences – is rarely limited to a singular premise. Instead, it entails crafting a multitude of 

hypotheses, proactively eliminating misconceptions through investigation, and 

condensing evidence-based results into theoretical understandings (Bonawitz et al., 2011; 

Engel, 2011; Jean et al., 2018; Liquin & Lombrozo, 2017). It demands our brains excel in 

hypothesis generation. In this sense, current pedagogical models lower the quality of 

learners’ critical thinking; they simply directly or indirectly pursue one plausible 

conclusion with little regard for engaging student curiosity. Therefore, while blended 

learning and guided-inquiry do provide a base paradigm for active learning, they fall 

short of correcting a root issue facing students in science fields: hypothesis generation. 

Proposed Model: Question-Based Learning 

 Rather than eliminating hypothesis generation from active learning in science 

education, our pedagogical model, QBL, embraces it. Our model is designed such that 

students use their cognitive resources to ask, explore, and analyze questions instead of 

answering them. Question-asking is a tool employed by children far before language 

develops – with toddlers using pointing gestures to elicit needed information – and 

continues to be our greatest device for knowledge acquisition through much of childhood 

(Lucca & Wilborn, 2018; Stahl & Feigeson, 2015). By pushing students to ask the 

questions they are interested in, we activate those same mechanisms already in our 

cognitive toolbox to engage curiosity and drive learning. 

 Secondly, it also allows individuals to investigate potential hypotheses based on 

their current predictions and understandings. This necessarily differentiates the 
 12



hypothesis space based on prior knowledge and curiosity, which could encourage 

individuals to address potential misconceptions during the learning process (Fox et al., 

2019; Larsen et al., 2019; Markant, 2018). Advocates for an inquiry based approach to 

teaching and learning suggest self-regulation is a necessary developmental skill by which 

students are able to plan, monitor, and control their cognition, motivations, and behaviors 

for successful knowledge building (Azevedo, 2009; Azevedo, 2005). Our QBL model is 

designed such that students are required to engage in self-regulated learning to move 

through the learning task; again, pushing students to not only engage in knowledge-

building, but to do so in a way that is relevant to their current understandings and any 

formed misconceptions.  

 Previous work furthermore indicates this movement through the hypothesis space 

— referred to as self-monitoring and knowledge-building — is a crucial component in 

which tutors can increase student depth of knowledge (Roscoe, 2014). During 

individualized student-tutor interactions, the tutor’s ability to avoid a knowledge-telling 

bias — instead building student knowledge through reasoning and questioning — leads 

to significantly greater learning outcomes for students (Roscoe, 2014; Roscoe & Chi, 

2007). Our QBL model works similarly, albeit without the tutor, in that it seeks to build 

knowledge through a reasoning and questioning structure that can be scaffolded to 

students’ current level of understandings.  

 Finally, our question-based learning model also recognizes the need for 

scaffolding the hypothesis space. Leaving students in an open-ended environment 

without direction is too challenging of a cognitive task (Markant,2018; Ruggeri et al., 
 13



2017). To reduce this demand, we recommend teachers provide potential initial and 

follow-up questions throughout the task. Students would then self-select which of these 

questions to investigate. Previous research demonstrates adolescents are able to recognize 

which questions provide purposeful information gain, even if they are unable to dictate 

such questions on their own (Ruggeri et al., 2017; Ronfard et al., 2018). Work with 

computer-based learning modules suggest this differentiated level of choice for building 

questions and explanations of knowledge also leads to increased learning outcomes 

(Graesser & McNamara, 2005). It is our belief, therefore, providing students with a set of 

reasonable questions to explore within a self-directed learning environment will 

sufficiently scaffold the hypothesis space to a manageable cognitive load while still 

exploring a multitude of theories as students test, retest, and revise understandings. 

 The QBL model brings an innovative – and more importantly, easily 

implementable – approach to improving science education. At its core, it relies on 

fundamental aspects of active learning (self-direction and exploration) already familiar to 

educators and proven to be an effective form of pedagogy. But it enhances this 

methodology by reducing the barriers in hypothesis generation while pushing students to 

think critically as objective problem solvers. 

Prior Research 

 Prior to our current work in which we test a QBL model against other existing 

forms of pedagogy, we conducted two observational studies to establish plausible 

scientific misconceptions as well as the investigation, design and piloting of a QBL task 

for a single scientific principle.  
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Preliminary Study 1 

 In an observational study conducted with 250 adults from Amazon’s Mechanical 

Turk using Qualtrics, we examined subject beliefs regarding 5 different scientific 

principles before and after engaging in an active learning activity using a guided-inquiry 

instructional model.  

 The goal was to see if subjects were able to accurately identify learning targets 

based on scientific stimuli and if they were willing to change their conclusions regarding 

those learning targets at the end of the study. The study was purely descriptive so no 

manipulations or interventions were used, and no hypothesis was made for how people 

would perform on these learning tasks.  

 At the start of the study, subjects were randomly assigned one of five different 

scientific stimuli. We selected stimuli from topics in secondary science known for 

misconceptions. These included: free falling objects, floatation, temperature, velocity, 

and kinetic gas laws. The desired learning targets for each principle were taken from the 

national Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013).  

 Subjects were first asked to predict which scientific principle was most accurate 

from four plausible conclusions to generate pretest data regarding what subjects know 

and what misconceptions existed at the start of the study. Subjects were then presented 

with a stimuli specific story problem – such as predicting whether a heavy or light object 

falls to the ground faster and why. This portion of the survey primarily served as a way to 

engage subjects and determine if subjects could identify some of the basic measures in 

the scientific method, which is frequently used in K-12 science classrooms.  
 15



 We used multiple choice questions with four possible answer options for each of 

the following – could subjects identify the scientific question being asked in the story 

problem (which object – a heavy or light – falls with faster acceleration when dropped at 

the same time), what factor is being manipulated for the two objects (mass), and what 

factor is being measured as a result (object's speed of fall). Finally, subjects made a 

prediction about what would happen in the scenario using a drop-down box – subjects 

could select the heavy object would fall fastest, the light object would fall fastest, or both 

objects hit the ground at the same time.  

 After engaging subjects, we then presented one of two randomized videos during 

an active learning task. The videos were selected to allow subjects to visualize the 

scientific principles for each stimuli – our videos for the free fall stimuli included a 

bowling ball and feather being dropped in a vacuum chamber and a hammer and feather 

being dropped on the moon. The videos demonstrate that both objects – regardless of 

mass – hit the ground at the same time.  

 After the videos, we asked subjects to complete a true or false drag-and-drop 

sorting task with 8 statements. The statements were based on an underlying 

understanding subjects could use to generate accurate hypotheses about the scientific 

principle causing both objects to hit the ground at the same time. Though no formal 

hypotheses or experimental designs were conducted, we were interested at a purely 

observational level whether subjects with higher accuracy on the true or false sorting 

question would also be more likely to select the correct conclusion, meaning the most 

accurate statement for the relevant scientific principle. 
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 So – for example – a subject might observe the bowling ball as having more 

momentum than the feather because the video clearly depicts the bowling ball hitting the 

ground harder than the feather. This points to the fact that – although both objects fall at 

the same rate – the bowling ball falls with a greater force of gravity. From here, they 

might reason higher momentum does not correlate with faster acceleration and therefore, 

objects with greater force are not necessarily traveling at greater speeds. By this 

reasoning, it makes sense both objects could have the same acceleration since we observe 

them falling at the same rate. 

 Finally, subjects were then asked to return to the same question they had answered 

at the beginning of the survey. In our example, this is – again – the understanding that the 

acceleration of gravity is constant on all objects in a free fall regardless of their weight. 

This serves as an observational posttest measure to see whether subjects were able to 

identify the correct conclusion by the end of the task and whether their beliefs had 

changed from the beginning of the study.  

 Our analysis only examined general, descriptive data to identify how subjects 

think about these specific scientific stimuli and how those opinions might change after 

initial predictions. Our descriptive results are outlined below - again, we want to make 

clear that this is purely observational data as there was no control condition. See our 

results in Figure 1. 

 17



Figure 1 

Findings of Preliminary Study 1 

Note: A bar graph demonstrating the number of correct and incorrect responses for an 
accurate scientific conclusion from pretest versus posttest for the gas laws stimulus. 

 As indicated by the growth of the red bars from the pretest to posttest results, the 

number of subjects selecting the correct scientific conclusion at the end of the study 

increased. We are unable to say without a control condition whether this is due to the 

learning task or some other variable, however, it does appear to demonstrate subjects 

could be willing to change their minds from prediction to conclusion. Furthermore, 

subjects scoring higher on the true or false sorting activity also selected the correct 

scientific conclusion more often at the end of the study. Again, whether this result is due 

to the learning task is unknown, but it does give some plausibility to the idea that 

individuals higher in core knowledge were able to generate more correct hypotheses 

within our study. 
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 With this observational data, we felt confident moving forward in this hypothesis 

generation research and specifically with these scientific stimuli as it does appear subjects 

have misconceptions prior to the learning task as seen by the significantly larger quantity 

of incorrect scientific beliefs at the pretest measure, and subjects could be willing to 

change these beliefs demonstrated by the shift in number of correct responses at the 

posttest measure. Additionally, and beneficial for our QBL model, it gave us some insight 

as to what misconceptions exist; for example, subjects most often made the hypothesis 

that gas volume is unrelated to temperature. This information was informative when 

building example questions for our QBL model to address commonly held, but incorrect, 

beliefs.  

Preliminary Study 2 

 We then began to build a QBL pilot model using learning targets from the 

scientific principle kinetic gas laws. We specifically selected this principle because it was 

one of the scientific stimuli identified as high in both misconceptions at the pretest and 

corrected understandings at the end of the learning task in our first preliminary study. 

 We conducted a second observational study with 100 adult participants from 

Amazon's Mechanical Turk. We had multiple objectives in performing this pilot. First, we 

wanted to ensure the Qualtrics platform would aptly support our QBL model. Secondly, 

we were curious if subjects would voluntarily participate in the QBL design. We were 

specifically interested in how many questions subjects would choose to explore to assess 

whether it would be necessary to ask subjects to investigate at least two questions from 

the main screen in future studies. 
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 To assess knowledge and learning at a pre- and posttest measure, we first 

designed a 12-question quiz for kinetic gas laws modeled after essential learning targets 

taken from the Next Generation Science Standards. All questions were multiple choice. 

The assessment was divided into three distinct categories of rigor – low, medium, and 

high – based on the first three levels of the Depth of Knowledge chart: Recall, 

Application, and Strategic Thinking (Webb, 1997). The four low rigor questions asked 

subjects to identify basic concepts regarding gases under normal behaviors such as what 

is the definition of a gas? Questions at the medium rigor section required subjects to 

determine how gas behavior might change under varying conditions (i.e. if the 

temperature of a gas decreases, what happens to the amount of space the gas takes up?). 

The high rigor section then asked subjects to relate visible behavior changes to particle 

behavior at an abstract level (i.e. how do gas particles behave differently in cold 

temperature environments). 

 After completing the pretest, subjects were then presented with a real-world story 

problem to promote understanding and engagement before beginning the learning task. 

Subjects were told they would select questions to explore that could potentially help them 

to explain the phenomena observed in the story problem. All subjects saw the main 

question screen, which included four potential questions for investigation. Subjects were 

told there was no specific correct answer, but to pick the question they were most curious 

to know in relation to the story problem. The questions were generated using common 

subject misconceptions and beliefs regarding gas particles and gas behavior in past 

research (Jauhariyah et al., 2018; Mayer, 2011; Nakhleh, 1992).  
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 Participants were then directed to a video demonstration of the selected question – 

a timing feature was used to encourage participants to watch the video in its entirety. 

After the video, subjects were presented with the option to either ask a follow-up 

question related to the first question (i.e. does changing the size and shape of a container 

change the amount of gas particles inside?) or to return to the main questions screen. If 

subjects opted to engage with the follow-up question, they were directed to an additional 

video demonstration before returning to the main screen. Once back to the main screen 

with the original four questions, participants were free to select an additional exploration 

pathway or take the posttest and end the survey.  

 Again, we did not perform any specific analyses with this data; we did, however, 

determine that the majority of subjects voluntarily selected to explore an average of 2.7 

questions, indicating a question requirement was likely not necessary for future studies. 

Additionally, the majority of participants (n = 77) indicated they were able to complete 

the survey without issue in the design, which allowed us to assume the directions and 

survey flow was conducive to the online learning task. 

Current Work 

 Considering our observations from the above preliminary studies, we were 

confident in continuing our research on the QBL model. As such, our current work tested 

the QBL model design from Preliminary Study 2 against both a blended learning and a 

guided-inquiry learning condition. Our goal was to determine whether participants in the 

QBL model performed significantly better than those in the other conditions on the final 
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posttest, indicating the QBL model is at least as effective as two other existing learning 

models.  

 Because current research shows there is little difference in learning outcomes 

between passive and active learning models for less rigorous understandings, we 

anticipated our model would be most effective at improving outcomes for rigorous, 

application-based assessment (Levy et al., 2013; Markant, 2018; Markant et al, 2016; 

Ruggeri et al., 2019).  Furthermore, we believed this difference would increase over time 

as with other active learning models in which increased subject accountability and self-

direction improved prolonged learning outcomes (Chi & Wiley, 2014; Levy et al., 2013; 

Markant, 2018; Ruggeri et al., 2019). Such findings would provide some evidence our 

QBL model could be a valid and effective form of pedagogy for active learning 

instruction in science classrooms. Our research question, therefore, was: Did subjects in 

the QBL condition learn and retain more and deeper content knowledge than subjects in 

either the blended learning or guided-inquiry conditions? 

 In Phase 1 of our current work, we used a repeated measures pretest/posttest 

experimental design to investigate between-subject condition differences in knowledge 

gain with subjects randomly assigned to either a blended learning, guided-inquiry 

learning, or QBL condition. Phase 2 then examined between-subject condition differences 

for within-subject knowledge decay over time by asking subjects to complete a delayed 

posttest measure one week after Phase 1 concluded. 

 We made three hypotheses for these studies: 1) Subjects in the QBL condition will 

score higher on the immediate posttest than those in the blended learning or guided-
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inquiry conditions, 2) There will be an interaction effect for condition and assessment 

rigor such that subjects in the QBL model will demonstrate significantly higher scores on 

the medium and high rigor questions of the assessment at the posttest measure than those 

in the blended learning or guided-inquiry learning conditions, and 3) There will be an 

additional interaction between condition and time such that subjects in the QBL condition 

will retain significantly more knowledge over time than those in the blended learning or 

guided-inquiry learning conditions as assessed by the week-long delayed posttest 

measure.   

Participants  

 Due to varying perspectives on appropriate ways to conduct power analyses for 

mixed model designs, we opted to utilize both a paired and two-sample t-test power 

analysis to determine sample size since there is both a between-subjects factor of 

condition and a within-subjects factor of time. We used power = 0.80 and d = 0.50 based 

off of prior work from educational psychology with a high effect size (d=0.83) - 

assuming our effect size would be below this value - and the conventional significance 

level of 0.05 (Rorher et al., 2020). Using the pwr.t.test function in R-programming, we 

determined a paired-samples t-test would require 27 participants per group and a two-

sample t-test would require 64 participants per group. We then selected 50 participants 

per group as a value between both test options, multiplied by 1.3 to account for 

participant drop out, to bring our full desired starting sample size to 195 total participants 

or 65 participants per condition.  
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 We recruited 195 adult subjects from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. 190 subjects 

completed the entirety of Phase 1, which included the pretest measure, condition-based 

learning task, and the immediate posttest measure. The subjects were randomly assigned 

to one of three conditions: blended learning condition (n=66), guided-inquiry learning 

condition (n=65), or QBL condition (n=64). The majority of our subjects were first-

language English speakers (n=162) from the United States (n=179) and were college 

graduates (n=133). 98 participants were male and 89 were female, with n=2 additional 

non-binary participants and n=1 participant identifying as other. 

 Subjects were paid for their participation. Subjects (n=189) that passed an 

attention check embedded in the immediate posttest were paid additional compensation 

for participation in Phase 2, which included our delayed posttest measure to analyze the 

effect of time on knowledge retention across groups. Subjects that did not pass the 

attention check (n=1) were not asked to participate in Phase 2.   

 139 returning participants then completed the delayed posttest in Phase 2 with a 

roughly equivalent number of returning participants from the condition groups randomly 

assigned in Phase 1 (blended learning condition, n=45; guided learning condition, n = 49; 

QBL condition, n = 45). Subject responses from Phase 1 and Phase 2 were matched using 

two different self-reported authentication factors including subject's Amazon Mechanical 

Turk identification number and subject birth year. All subject responses from Phase 1 and 

Phase 2 were able to be matched and, therefore, there was no additional data loss beyond 

attrition from Phase 1 to Phase 2.  
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 Although we fell slightly short of the original goal to have to 50 participants in 

both Phase 1 and Phase 2 for each condition, all conditions were at or above halfway 

between our required sample size for a paired-samples t-test and two-sample t-test. As 

such, we believe our sample size was appropriate. 

Materials and Methods 

 The study was longitudinal in nature and measured subject understanding of a 

given learning target at three separate time points - a pretest prior to any learning task, a 

posttest immediately following the learning task, and a delayed posttest one week after 

the learning task. For clarity purposes, we refer to the data collection at the pretest and 

immediate posttest as Phase 1 and the delayed posttest as Phase 2.  

 The same learning target was used for all subjects in Phase 1 and Phase 2. 

Subjects should be able to identify the definition of a gas and state the basic principles of 

Charles and Boyle's gas laws such as: Gases are forms of matter that consist of a defined 

number and type of particle in constant motion. While the mass of a gas is fixed, the 

volume of a gas is dependent on environmental factors including temperature and 

pressure. Gases will expand under increasing temperatures due to increased particle speed 

and, in turn, particle energy, and will contract under decreasing temperatures due to 

decreased particle speed and particle energy. Gases will also expand in low pressure 

environments due to decreased outside force (i.e. gravity) allowing for increased particle 

travel space and will condense in high pressure environments because of increasing 

outside force constricting particle travel space. As such, gas volume has a directly 
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proportional relationship with temperature and an indirectly proportional relationship 

with pressure.  

 All subjects began Phase 1 with the 12-question pretest; the measure contained all 

multiple choice questions. The questions were selected from the K-12 Next Generation 

Science standards, which delineate learning targets and exemplary questions by level of 

understanding. The assessment was divided into three distinct categories of rigor – low, 

medium, and high – based on the first three levels of the Depth of Knowledge chart: 

Recall, Application, and Strategic Thinking (Webb, 1997). The four low rigor questions 

asked subjects to identify basic concepts regarding gases under normal behaviors such as 

what is the definition of a gas? Questions at the medium rigor section required subjects to 

determine how gas behavior might change under varying conditions (i.e. if the 

temperature of a gas decreases, what happens to the amount of space the gas takes up?). 

The high rigor section then asked subjects to relate visible behavior changes to particle 

behavior at an abstract level (i.e. how does gas particle behavior change with a decrease 

in temperature?). 

 After the pretest, subjects were then randomly assigned into one of three learning 

task conditions (blended learning, guided-inquiry learning, or QBL). All subjects were 

then presented with the following narrative story problem to introduce them to the 

concept of gases and gas behavior under varying environmental conditions:  

Suppose you decide to hike to the top of a very tall mountain and pack 
food for a picnic at the top. When you get there, you notice your bag of 
chips burst open and there are now chips all over your backpack! You 
think back to how the same thing happened just a few weeks ago when you 
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left a bag of chips in the car on a hot summer day. You decide to 
investigate why this keeps happening.  

After the narrative set-up, the actual learning task procedure varied by condition. 

 Subjects in the blended learning condition were directly taught the scientific 

principle and information through an instructional video with an accompanying video 

demonstration. The video was 5 minutes long and used blended instruction to convey the 

essential learning targets associated with the scientific principle. The first three minutes 

of the video are an instructor teaching a lesson via slideshow while the last 2 minutes of 

the video are real-world demonstrations of the phenomena. Subjects are also asked 8 

follow-up questions as an attention check and to ensure the video was effective at 

disseminating the desired information. The distinctive feature of this condition is that 

subjects were told the desired learning target by an instructor and were then shown 

evidence of the given scientific principle occurring in a real-world environment.  

 Subjects in the guided-inquiry condition were first presented with a video 

demonstration of a real-world phenomenon exhibiting the larger scientific principle 

regarding kinetic gas behavior. They are then asked leading questions designed to direct 

their thinking toward a specific hypothesis. So, for example, one such video exemplifies 

gas behavior when temperature is changed – the following questions asked subjects to 

identify what happened to the size of the balloon when temperature was increased and 

predict why such behavior occurred. They will then repeat a similar procedure for a 

different video demonstrations of gas behaviors within varying environments.  
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 As subjects move through the guided-inquiry learning task, the question focus 

narrows and becomes more specific until the subjects have all necessary information to 

anticipate the correct final hypotheses for kinetic gas laws tested in the final assessment. 

In all, subjects will watch three 30-60 second video demonstrations of the scientific 

phenomena (i.e. gas laws) and be asked 2-4 questions after each to guide the learner 

through the hypothesis space. Importantly, unlike in the blended learning condition, 

subjects in this condition are never told the desired learning target; instead, subjects are 

asked to generate the given learning target by predicting how and why gases behave in 

various ways under certain conditions.  

 Subjects in the QBL condition started their learning task with a main question 

screen, which included four potential questions for investigation. Subjects were told there 

was no specific correct answer, but to pick the question they were most curious to know 

in relation to the narrative story problem. The four main questions provided were as 

follows:  

 How do gases behave under normal conditions? 
 How do gases behave when their environment is changed? 
 How do we know gas particles exist if we cannot see them? 
 Does the size and shape of the container affect how much stuff a gas is   
  made of? 

These questions were generated using common subject misconceptions and beliefs 

regarding gas particles and gas behavior in past research (Jauhariyah et al., 2018; 

Nakhleh, 1992). Participants were then directed to a video demonstration of the selected 

question – a timing feature was used to encourage watching the video.  
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 After the video, subjects were presented with the option to either ask a follow-up 

question related to the first question (i.e. does changing the size and shape of a container 

change the amount of gas particles inside?) or to return to the main questions screen. If 

subjects opted to engage with the follow-up question, they were directed to an additional 

video demonstration before returning to the main screen. Once back to the main screen 

with the original four questions, participants were free to select an additional exploration 

pathway or take the posttest and end the survey.  

 Similar to the guided-inquiry learning condition, subjects in the QBL condition 

are never told the desired learning target. The two conditions differed, however, in that 

subjects were not shown the videos in any specific order and nor were the subjects asked 

to answer leading questions intended to generate a specific hypothesis. Instead, subjects 

in the QBL condition self-selected questions to explore to help explain the phenomena 

observed in the narrative story problem. Table 1 outlines the methodological breakdown 

and major differences for each pedagogy condition for further clarity and comparison. 
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Table 1 

Methodological Breakdown of Pedagogical Conditions 
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Condition Learning Task Major Differences

Blended 
Learning

Subjects will watch a 5 minute video in which 
the learning target is directly taught from an 
instructor. The final two minutes of the video 
are 5 real world demonstrations of the 
scientific principle. Subjects will answer 8 
follow-up questions to encourage engagement.

Subjects are directly 
told the learning target 
(i.e. gases expand 
when temperature is 
increased) and then see 
examples of said 
learning target. All 
subjects see the same 
videos and questions 
in this condition.

Guided 
Inquiry 
Learning

Subjects will watch a 30-60 second video 
exhibiting a real world demonstrations of the 
scientific principle. Subjects will then answer 
2-4 questions regarding what happened in the 
video and why they think it occurred. This 
repeats for 3 cycles in total so that subjects 
watch 5 real world demonstration videos in 
total (some are combined). The demonstration 
videos are the same as those in the blended 
learning condition.

Subjects are not given 
the learning target. 
Instead, they watch the 
demonstration videos 
and answer guiding 
questions for a specific 
hypothesis. All 
subjects see the same 
videos and questions 
in this condition.

QBL Subjects are provided 4 exploratory questions 
and told to select which would be most useful 
for their current level of understanding. 
Subjects then watch a 30-60 second real world 
demonstration video that aims to answer the 
selected question. After the video, subjects 
have the option of selecting a similar follow-up 
question, returning to investigate a different 
exploratory question from the main menu, or 
opting to end the learning task. There are a 
total of 8 videos the subjects could view in this 
condition - 5 of which are the same as the prior 
conditions and 3 of which are not intended to 
be informative for the posttest following the 
learning task.

Subjects are not given 
the learning target or 
questions to answer. 
Instead, subjects self-
direct the learning task 
by selecting one of the 
given exploratory 
questions. The number 
of videos watched and 
questions asked vary 
by subject selection.



 Once the learning task was complete for all conditions, the same 12 question 

assessment given at the pretest measure was administered to generate an immediate 

posttest score. This experimental pretest/posttest design allowed us to determine whether 

a difference in achievement scores existed as a result of engaging in the condition-based 

learning task.  

 During Phase 2, we asked the same participants to complete the same 12-question 

measure after a week delay to determine whether delayed recall of the information differs 

between conditions. All subjects completed the delayed posttest measure within 7-10 

days of Phase 1, which is noted in previous active learning literature as the extended time 

frame in which knowledge decay occurs and differences between learning models exist 

(Markant et al., 2016, Markant 2018). 

 To keep all other variables in the conditions as similar as possible, the same 

demonstration videos were used in all conditions and all took about the same time for 

subjects to complete. Any questions that were asked used similar language. All learning 

materials including assessment measures, video instruction, video demonstration of real-

world phenomena, and guiding questions can be accessed on Open Science Framework: 

https://osf.io/us5eq/?view_only=3aa4c6e4e1e7440181fdc6161b380d73 

Analyses 

Data Preparation 

 Prior to running the analyses, a few additional data preparation steps were taken. 

Because we were interested in subject performance at the individual question level, it was 
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necessary to dummy code participant answers as 0 (incorrect answer) or 1 (correct 

answer). Once this data was cleaned and long-formatted, we had 36 observations per 

participant or 12 observations per time point (pretest, immediate posttest, and delayed 

posttest). Observations in which subjects did not provide an answer to the question (n = 3 

of 5,001) were filtered out for analysis purposes; due to the low number of missing 

observations, we did not conduct any pre-analyses to investigate missingness. We also 

formatted the model to utilize the QBL condition at pretest as the reference group for the 

analyses as this was the condition we were most interested in investigating against the 

other two control conditions. All data preparation measures were done using R-

programming software (R4.0.5, R Core Team). 

Data Analysis 

 To analyze our results, we used a Bayesian logistic mixed effects model. Using 

the R-programming package brms, we regressed question accuracy (0 = incorrect, 1 = 

correct) on the predictor variables of condition (blended learning, guided-inquiry, QBL), 

time (pretest, posttest, delayed posttest), and question rigor (low, medium, high). We were 

interested in the two-way interaction effects between the variables of condition*rigor and 

condition*time as we hypothesized subjects in the QBL condition would outperform 

participants in the other two conditions on medium and high rigor questions and that this 

increased learning would hold over time.  

 The modeling equation used follows:  

Score ~ condition*rigor + condition*time + (1 + rigor + time | subject) 
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Here, we see the dependent variable “Score” will be predicted by two fixed effects: the 

two-way interaction of condition and rigor and the two-way interaction of condition and 

time. We also included the (1+ rigor + time | subject) component to account for our 

random effects of subject variability such that subjects will respond to the learning task 

differently (i.e. one subject might see a small increase in performance while another 

subject would see a large increase in performance after the learning task) as well as 

accounting for the random differences in the effects of rigor and time (i.e. subjects will 

respond to assessment rigor and time decay differently). Finally, we include a random 

intercept, (1), because we anticipated subjects to score differently on the measure at 

random (i.e. some subjects might score high at pretest while others score low at pretest).  

 For our purposes at this point, we used uninformative default priors included as 

part of the brms package, however, do acknowledge that future work should include 

informative priors to fully take advantage of the Bayesian model approach.  

Results 

 First, we provide a summary of our data and mean results for condition group 

accuracy scores - scores reflect the likelihood subjects answered any given question 

correctly. Subjects in all conditions perform similarly at pretest (blended learning, M = 

0.52; guided-inquiry learning, M = 0.50; QBL, M = 0.50). At time posttest, subjects in the 

blended learning condition see credibly increased scores, M = 0.70, which is then 

maintained at the delayed posttest, M = 0.71. Similar findings were true for subjects in 

the QBL condition (posttest, M = 0.68; delayed posttest, M = 0.71). Subjects in the 

guided-inquiry condition also see a credible increase at posttest, M = 0.60, but question 
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accuracy credibly differs at the delayed posttest, M = 0.55. We provide a detailed analysis 

of our hypotheses and visualized results below. 

 Our first hypothesis - that subjects in the QBL condition will score higher on the 

immediate posttest than those in the blended learning or guided-inquiry conditions - was 

partially supported in that subjects in the QBL condition outscored those in the guided-

inquiry condition at the immediate posttest measure, b = -.43, OR = .65, 95% CI [-.83 to 

.05]. They did not, however, score credibly differently than those in the blended learning 

condition at the immediate posttest measure, b = .03, OR = 1.03, 95% CI [-.38 to .44]. 

 We visualized our results in Figure 2. On the y-axis, we have the probability that a 

subject will answer a given question correctly as predicted by our model. On the x-axis, 

we have our time variable, which includes our measure at the pretest and posttest. The 

effect of condition is indicated by bar color, as depicted in the figure legend. 

Figure 2 

Hypothesis 1: Comparing Posttest Results by Condition 

Note: A bar graph demonstrating the predicted probability a subject in each specified 
condition (blended, guided-inquiry, or QBL) at a given time point (pretest and posttest) 
will answer a question accurately.  Error bars represent +/-1 standard error.  
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 As demonstrated by the three points at time pretest, there was no credible 

difference between conditions in subject performance on the assessment - indicating 

subjects had a similar level of knowledge at the start of the survey. At time posttest, the 

overlapping standard error bars indicate there is no difference in predicted performance 

for individuals in the QBL or blended learning conditions. The probability of answering a 

question accurately for a subject in the guided-inquiry condition, however, is credibly 

below that of the QBL condition. These results provide some evidence that the QBL 

methodology might be more effective than current guided-inquiry models and at least as 

effective as existing blended learning models for learning information.  

 Our second hypothesis - that there will be an interaction effect for condition and 

assessment rigor such that subjects in the QBL model will demonstrate significantly 

higher scores on the medium and high rigor questions of the assessment at the posttest 

measure than those in the blended learning or guided-inquiry learning conditions - was 

also partially supported. While scores do not differ for any condition at low or medium 

rigor question on the posttest, subjects in our QBL condition do perform credibly better 

than those in the guided-inquiry condition,  b = -.32, OR = .73, 95% CI [-.79 to .17] and 

similarly to those in the blended learning condition on high rigor questions,  b = .21, OR 

= 1.23, 95% CI [-.28 to .70]. These results are visualized in Figure 3, with the probability 

our subject will answer a question accurately as predicted by the model on the y-axis, 

level of question rigor on the x-axis, and condition represented by bar color.  
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Figure 3 

Hypothesis 2: Comparing Posttest Results by Rigor 

Note: A bar graph demonstrating the interaction effect of rigor and condition, predicting 
the probability that a subject will answer a question at the given level of rigor accurately 
on the immediate posttest measure. Our QBL condition is represented by the red bar.  
Error bars represent +/-1 standard error. 
  
 We see the error bars, representing standard error bars, overlap for all conditions 

on low and medium level of question rigor, however, no such overlap exists for the QBL 

and guided-inquiry conditions on high level of rigor questions. As such, this provides 

some evidence for our hypothesis: the QBL model could be more effective than guided-

inquiry models and at least as effective as blended learning models for teaching highly 

rigorous content and, therefore, increasing depth of knowledge.  

 Results from Study 2 furthermore indicated partial support for our third and final 

hypothesis - that there will be an additional effect between condition and time such that 

subjects in the QBL condition will retain credibly more knowledge over time than those 

in the blended learning or guided-inquiry learning conditions as assessed by the week-
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long delayed posttest measure. Participants for Study 2 that underwent the QBL condition 

learning task in Study 1 performed credibly better than those in the guided-inquiry 

condition on the delayed posttest,  b = -.62, OR = .54, 95% CI [-1.03 to -.22]. However, 

performance did not differ from those in the blended learning condition,  b = .19, OR = 

1.21, 95% CI [-.23 to .61].  

 These results are visualized in Figure 4, which demonstrates subject performance 

over time by condition with an additional overlay to display raw mean scores for 

individual subjects on each measure.  

Figure 4 

Hypothesis 3: Comparing Knowledge Gain and Retention by Condition 

Note: A line graph demonstrating the predicted probability that a subject in each specified 
condition (blended, guided-inquiry, or QBL) will answer a question accurately at each 
time point (pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest). Additional data points represent the 
raw data for individual mean subject scores on the assessment at each time point. Error 
bars represent +/-1 standard error.  
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 As demonstrated by non-overlapping error bars representing standard error bars at 

the delayed measure, subjects in the guided-inquiry (blue line) condition recalled credibly 

less information indicated by a lower performance on delayed posttest than those in the 

QBL condition (red line). The overlapping error bars for the blended learning (green line) 

and QBL (red line) conditions indicates that subjects in these conditions performed 

similarly at time posttest. Again, this provides some evidence that our QBL model is 

either as or more effective at reducing knowledge decay over time than existing learning 

paradigms. 

 To fully represent the entirety of our hypotheses - that subjects in the QBL model 

will perform better than subjects in the other two learning models credibly on higher level 

of rigor questions and will suffer less knowledge decay over time - we further visualized 

the interaction of score by condition over time faceted by question rigor in Figure 5. On 

the y-axis we have the probability a subject will answer a question correctly as predicted 

by our model and on the x-axis we have our three time points (pretest, immediate 

posttest, and delayed posttest). Condition is represented by separate lines, with our QBL 

condition in red. Finally, the graph is faceted by rigor so each graph represents a different 

level of question rigor (low, medium, and high).  
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Figure 5 

Bayesian Logistic Mixed Effects Model 

Note: A triptych interaction plot demonstrating the predicted probability a subject in each 
specified condition (blended, guided-inquiry, or QBL) at a given time point (pretest, 
posttest, or delayed posttest) will answer a question accurately for each discrete level of 
question rigor (low, medium,  high).  Error bars represent +/-1 standard error. 
  
 Differences in subject performance between conditions begin to emerge at the 

immediate posttest measure. While subjects score similarly for low and medium levels of 

rigor as indicated by the overlapping standard error bars, subjects in the QBL condition 

(red line) are more likely to answer a high rigor question correctly than those in the 

guided-inquiry condition (blue line) at posttest. These effects deepen at the delayed 

assessment. Looking at the non-overlapping standard error bars between the guided-

inquiry and QBL conditions at the delayed time point, we see that subjects in the guided-

inquiry condition appear to retain significantly less knowledge at all levels of rigor.  
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 Comparing results for the QBL (red line) and blended learning conditions (green 

line), it appears subjects learn and retain similar levels of knowledge. Error bars at the 

delayed posttest for the QBL and blended learning conditions indicate the probability of a 

subject answering a high rigor question correctly does not significantly differ, suggesting 

subjects in these conditions retained similar levels of rigorous content knowledge. 

Interestingly, there does appear to be a significant difference in subject performance on 

questions at medium level rigor between the blended learning and QBL conditions. 

Although we did not further investigate this difference, we hypothesize this could be due 

to controlling access to information for subjects in the blended learning condition. All 

subjects in this condition received the same information and saw the same videos. The 

amount of information provided to subjects in the QBL condition, however, varied based 

on which questions were selected for exploration. We discuss the potential limitations for 

control of input with our QBL model versus blended learning models in our Limitations 

section. 

Discussion 

 As the world rapidly modernizes, schools are pressured to produce 21st Century 

graduates. As such, pedagogical paradigms for science education shifted away from rote-

style learning to active learning, in which students discover new knowledge through self-

exploration (Chi, 2009; Chi & Wily, 2014; Levy et al., 2013). This shift in methodology 

increases understanding and recall of concepts – leading to improved academic 

performance (Markant et al., 2016, Markant 2018). But the high reward induces high 
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risk; active learning requires the capacity to discover, and discover correctly, the desired 

learning target.   

 Such capacity – deemed hypothesis generation – is prone to specific biases based 

on prior knowledge, selective memory retrieval, and failure to consider alternative 

explanations, and increases the likelihood students form scientific misconceptions 

(Bonawitz et al., 2011; Chi & Wiley, 2014; Engel, 2011; Levy et al, 2013; Markant et al., 

2016; Markant, 2018). Educators, therefore, need a scaffolded intervention that reduces 

the cognitive load on students during hypothesis generation, but otherwise retains the 

benefits of active learning (Chi & Wiley, 2014; Markant, 2018, Markant et al., 2016; 

Preston & Eichenbaum, 2013).  

 To address this need, we expanded upon models of instruction for science 

classrooms that rely on question-asking to improve hypothesis generation. The QBL 

model mimics the learning methods used throughout early development: observation, 

experimentation, and modification (Lucca & Wilborn, 2018; Stahl & Feigeson, 2015). It 

also further expands upon previous work on self-regulated learning in which students are 

asked to recognize and effectively navigate current levels of understanding with new 

information (Azevedo, 2005; Azevedo, 2009). The QBL model builds this self-regulatory 

structure into the lesson design so that learners would be required to engage in 

metacognitive processing to navigate through the learning task. Additionally, our model 

combines work from explanation-centered learning, previously studied with computer-

based tutoring, and question-asking through tutor-peer interactions into teacher-based 

pedagogy approaches (Grasser et. al, 2005; Roscoe, 2014; Roscoe & Chi, 2007). The 
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QBL model's structure, in which viable questions for autonomous exploration are 

provided, allows individuals to formulate, investigate, and amend beliefs as part of the 

learning process in a manner that is appropriately scaffolded to account for biases in 

hypothesis generation and current levels of individual understanding.  

 Our results indicate the QBL model is at least as effective as blended learning at 

increasing assessment scores at all levels of rigor and this learning is retained over time 

for low and high rigor content. Additionally, these findings provide some evidence that a 

QBL model is more effective than guided-inquiry at increasing performance on high level 

rigor questions and more knowledge gained from the learning task is maintained over 

time at all levels of rigor.  

 As such, we believe work with the QBL model should be continued and future 

research should focus on whether our results replicate for other scientific principles, with 

school-aged children, when the learning task is conducted through a non-digital platform, 

and against other types of commonly used pedagogical approaches. Such insight would 

provide additional evidence for the QBL model's effectiveness and, assuming future 

results support our work, validate testing the model within K-12 classrooms.  

Limitations 

 We do recognize potential limitations in our current work. First, the QBL 

methodology largely assumes children would have the ability to differentiate between 

questions based on desired information gain. Individuals not able to do this might spend a 

disproportionate amount of time investigating questions that are of low information value 
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or potentially explore all possible questions rather than using observations to narrow their 

approach (Liquin & Lombrozo, 2017).  

 Secondly, there were many restrictions in our current work including that the 

model was only tested with adults rather than children, only investigated a single 

scientific principle, and took place on a digital platform. However, we would argue that 

although the current population and approach used were not ideal for our ultimate goal - 

designing a more effective form of pedagogy that improves hypothesis generation in 

K-12 science education - these same conditions were also not ideal for our tested model. 

It is likely our subjects are familiar with a blended learning method of receiving 

information, especially in a digital format; this style of technique is commonly used in 

various content we consume on a daily basis such as instructional videos, news stories, 

documentaries, etc. Using questions to explore and discover information, on the other 

hand, is used less frequently as a method of teaching and, therefore, likely requires a 

learning curve for gaining knowledge via this approach. It is possible that QBL might be 

more effective than blended learning if subjects are given time to practice engaging in 

this type of activity.  

 The digital platform could be additionally detrimental to the effectiveness of a 

QBL model; whereas the blended learning and guided inquiry models could still be 

structured similarly in a virtual versus classroom setting, the lack of an informed teacher 

might disproportionately impact the QBL approach. For both the blended learning and 

guided-inquiry conditions, the learning task was still largely structured and controlled 

because the information provided, videos watched, and questions asked were dictated by 
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an informed individual (the experimenter). In the QBL condition, however, this space was 

completely unscaffolded and dependent on the subject. It could be that subjects in the 

QBL condition did not see the video demonstrations needed to correctly answer questions 

or that these subjects selected so many questions that the video evidence was confounded 

over time. In a real world classroom, the teacher could facilitate the learning task in a 

more structured way based on independent need. We, therefore, hypothesize there could 

be some reason to believe the effectiveness of QBL might be even more substantial in a 

classroom-based environment.  

 An additional limitation regarding our current work is the use of multiple choice 

questions and a quiz type assessment as a measure of hypothesis generation. First, we 

cannot be sure scoring well on the given measure, such that a subject answers more 

questions accurately, necessarily measures hypothesis generation. In addition, while the 

learning targets and questions were based off of Next Generation Science Standards, 

using multiple choice questions could positively skew our results because it provide 

potential answer options for the subjects. If asked to answer in an open-ended format, we 

might see more misconceptions arise and less accurate hypotheses generated. Though this 

was a necessary limitation regarding time constraints, digital data collection, and 

education level of the experimenter, future work should aim to use open-ended measures 

that are validated and reliable for other hypothesis generation measures.  

 A final limitation in our work is the restricted analysis conducted with a rich data 

set. At the time of this writing, time restraints prohibit us from conducting further 

exploratory investigations regarding the nuances within conditions that are potentially 
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informative regarding the underlying cognitive mechanisms at work. As such, we intend 

to continue working with this data - specifically within the QBL condition observations - 

to explore how the learning task differed and how this led to increased or decreased 

accuracy scores.  

 Research questions of interest, therefore, include whether the number of questions 

explored and/or number of videos viewed may be positively correlated with increased 

accuracy scores and if whether a ceiling effect exists such that engaging with too many 

questions or videos might cause decreased accuracy scores. This insight would also 

provide some clarity as to whether subjects in the QBL condition had access to more, 

less, or similar amounts of information as subjects in the blended learning or guided 

inquiry conditions. If we were to find that subjects in the QBL condition only watched 1 

or 2 videos - whereas all subjects in the blended learning and guided-inquiry learning 

conditions saw the same 3 videos - it would provide some plausibility that subjects in the 

QBL condition perform as well or better as subjects that had access to more information. 

On the other hand, if we find subjects in the QBL condition watch 4 or more videos on 

average, this might suggest that the QBL condition simply provided more information to 

subjects, which - in turn - increased accuracy scores. Additionally, it might be informative 

to explore whether asking a specific question led to higher accuracy scores; if so, this 

could suggest future QBL work should focus on subject’s ability to ask the right 

questions and not just the questions they find most interesting.  
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Conclusion 

 Active learning is increasingly being utilized in K-12 science classrooms, 

however, pedagogical interventions are needed to improve hypothesis generation in order 

to maximize effectiveness. Prior work demonstrates the effectiveness of question-asking 

as a learning mechanism, however, there is less work regarding to to effectively 

implement question-asking in a systematic lesson-based structure. As such, we designed 

our QBL model as a pedagogical approach that utilizes student prior knowledge, 

hypotheses, and questions to drive learning - aiming to increase depth of content 

knowledge and knowledge retention and negate the formation of scientific 

misconceptions. Though our work is only a starting point, the demonstrated effectiveness 

of the QBL model as a potential pedagogical approach indicates there is reason to believe 

QBL could be a viable improvement to active learning practices in K-12 classrooms.  
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Nestor Pinillos
SHPRS - Philosophy Faculty
602/885-5466
pinillos@asu.edu

Dear Nestor Pinillos:

On 9/14/2017 the ASU IRB reviewed the following protocol:

Type of Review: Initial Study
Title: The formation of intuitive scientific theories

Investigator: Nestor Pinillos
IRB ID: STUDY00006767

Funding: None
Grant Title: None

Grant ID: None
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study team;
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Protocol;
• DEBRIEFING INFORMATION SHEET.pdf, 
Category: Participant materials (specific directions for 
them);
• Additional Questions and Demographic Information, 
Category: Measures (Survey questions/Interview 
questions /interview guides/focus group questions);
• Amazon Mechanical Turk Recruitment.pdf, 
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• Citi quiz for Samantha Roberts, Category: Other (to 
reflect anything not captured above);
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